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We have measured the quadratic electroabsorption~EA! spectrum of a variety of soluble luminescent and
nonluminescentp-conjugated polymer films in the spectral range of 1.5–4.5 eV. The luminescent polymers
include MEH and DOO derivatives of poly~phenylene-vinylene!, poly~phenylene ethylene!, and poly-
thiophene; the nonluminescent polymers include poly~diethynyl silane! and monosubstituted polyacetylene. All
EA spectra show a Stark shift of the low-lying odd-parity exciton (1Bu) and imply the presence of phonon
sidebands. There are also higher-energy bands due to transfer of oscillator strength to even-parity exciton states
(Ag), the strongest of which (mAg) is located at an energy about 1.3 times that of the 1Bu exciton in both
luminescent and nonluminescent polymers; in the luminescent polymers the EA spectra also show a second
prominentAg state (kAg) at an energy of about 1.6 times that of the 1Bu . We have successfully fitted the EA
spectra by calculating the imaginary part of the third order optical susceptibility, Im@x3(2v;v,0,0)#, using a
summation over states model dominated by the ground state, the 1Bu exciton, two strongly coupledAg states
~mAg andkAg!, and their most strongly coupled vibrations, using Frank-Condon overlap integrals. A distri-
bution of conjugation lengths, which results in a distribution of excited state energies, was also incorporated
into the model. The decomposition of the EA spectra due to the conjugation length distribution was then used
to calculate the 1Bu exciton polarizability (Dp) using first derivative analysis. For the longest conjugation
lengths in our films, we foundDp to be of order 104 (Å) 3 in luminescent polymers and 103 Å3 in nonlumi-
nescent polymers, respectively, in good agreement with recent subnanosecond transient photoconductivity
measurements. We also found that the Huang-Rhys parameter of the 1Bu exciton varies between 0.25 and 0.9,
being in general smaller for the luminescent polymers. The consequent exciton relaxation energies were
calculated to be of order 100 meV.@S0163-1829~97!03948-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Electroabsorption~EA! spectroscopy, measured using
electric field to modulate the absorption, enhances the ‘‘fi
structure’’ in a material’s optical absorption spectrum.1 An
electric-field perturbation applied to the material under
vestigation creates small changes in the electron wave f
tions accompanied by small changes in the electronic en
levels, that can consequently be measured as changes i
sorption. Early works formulated the theory of electric-fie
perturbation in semiconductor materials.1–4 These theories
were developed further and evolved into relatively compl
treatments of the Franz-Keldysh band-edge effect and e
ton Stark shift.5–24 During the same period, electromodul
tion spectroscopy was developed and applied to semicon
tors such as Si and Ge.15–18,25,26The first application of EA
spectroscopy top-conjugated polymers was reported o
samples of crystalline polydiacetylene~PDA!,27–29 and the
strongest spectral feature was explained in terms of the b
edge~Franz-Keldysh! effect.30,31 Later work focused on the
lower-energy derivativelike features of the EA spectru
these features were interpreted in terms of the Stark shi
isolated excitons~binding energy 0.5 eV!, pointing to the
role of disorder in diminishing the band-edge effects of th
560163-1829/97/56~24!/15712~13!/$10.00
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films of PDA derivatives.32–35 The first EA spectroscopy in
conducting polymer films was applied to the structura
simplest polymer, namely, the trans and cis isomers of po
acetylene (CH)x ;36–39 later studies have focused on its o
gomers such asb-carotene.40,41 Other conducting polymers
have since attracted much attention and numerous EA s
ies of various conducting polymer films42–47 and m
crystals48,49 were made.

Localized excitonic states with large binding energies
characteristic of low-dimensional systems with strong el
tron correlation effects.50–55 In general, theoretical descrip
tions of conjugated polymers support binding energies on
order of 0.5 eV, indicating that electron correlation plays
important role in these systems.56–60 The result of these ex
citonic models is a description of the electronic excited sta
in conducting polymers in terms of a manifold of localize
excitons with large binding energies, the symmetries
which are restricted either to even parity (Ag) or odd parity
(Bu). It is interesting to note that in principle the existen
of a single, isolatedBu exciton (1Bu) in the excited-state
manifold should give rise to an EA blueshift, but this has n
been observed experimentally. Using a straightforward ap
cation of perturbation theory, the existence of strong
coupled additionalAg states, lying above the energy of th
15 712 © 1997 The American Physical Society
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56 15 713ELECTROABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF . . .
1Bu is then necessary to model the observed EA redshif6

In principle, EA spectra can be analyzed by comparis
with the first derivative of the linear absorption since the 1Bu
Stark shift leads to a derivativelike feature.27,28,62 Unfortu-
nately, the existing disorder in most polymer films leads t
distribution of polarizabilities and energies of the 1Bu exci-
ton, so that a first derivative analysis of the EA spectrum
not possible in many cases.33 Still it is possible to model the
lowest-energy part of the EA spectra by including deriv
tives of higher order~Taylor series expansion!, but such a
phenomenological approach often leads to unreali
interpretations.37,45 In this paper, we will show that a decom
position of the EA spectrum, with first derivatives like Sta
shift features for the individual 1Bu components, leads to
realistic values of the exciton polarizability. This decomp
sition requires an appropriate modeling of the EA spec
and its conjugation length distribution.

The EA modelling of a summation over states to calcul
the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibilityx (3) ~Refs. 63
and 64! is especially useful because it allows us to pote
tially apply the EA spectroscopy to probe both optically
lowed (Bu) and forbidden (Ag) states. Fitting the calculate
EA spectrum with the experimental results therefore a
information not only about the 1Bu exciton properties such
as polarizability, energy, configuration space, and pho
sidebands, but also about the most strongly coupledAg states
and the effects of disorder. This highlights an addition
weakness of the simple derivative interpretation, sinceAg
states do not contribute to the linear absorptiona~v!, and
therefore their contribution to the EA spectrum cannot

FIG. 1. Some of the studied luminescent and nonluminesc
p-conjugated polymers. Their backbone structures are also sh
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understood from direct derivative analysis ofa~v!.34,45,46

The polymers studied in this work are either luminesc
or nonluminescent soluble conducting polymers films, sho
in Fig. 1. Solubility is obtained by using polymers havin
large side groups, since unsubstituted conjugated polym
are often insoluble. The emissive properties of the lumin
cent polymers depend on the decay route of the 1Bu exciton
to the ground state. This is not the case in nonluminesc
polymers, where a dipole forbidden state, 2Ag , lies below
the 1Bu exciton, supplying a strong alternative nonradiati
decay path route.65

This paper is organized into five sections. Section II d
scribes the experimental methods, including film casti
electrode configuration on the substrates, and a brief des
tion of the electrical and optical setups. Section III discus
the experimental EA spectra in detail. Section IV conta
the EA model and is divided into three subsections: the th
most dominant effects included in the EA calculation a
discussed separately. In Section IV A the EA spectrum
related to the Im(x(3)) spectrum with three or four essenti
states. Section IV B introduces phonon sidebands, and
IV C is devoted to the effect of the conjugation length d
tribution in the films. In Sec. V A the model calculation
used to fit the EA spectra and to extend the discussion of
most strongly coupled phonons, conjugation length distri
tion, and the excited-state energies derived from the fits. S
tion V B presents the application of the model calculation
decomposition of the absorption and electroabsorption sp
tra, in order to evaluate the 1Bu polarizability and its
disorder-induced spectral dependence. The exciton pola
ability estimated from the EA spectra is then compared
that inferred from picosecond transient photoconductiv
measurements.

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Electrodes for the application of an electric field (F) were
deposited on a 0.625-in.-diameter sapphire disk in an ‘‘int
locking finger’’ geometry, as shown in Fig. 2. A 20-mm gap

nt
n.

FIG. 2. The electrode configuration used for the EA spectr
copy. The electrodes, of 20mm spacing, were evaporated on th
sapphire substrate and photolithographically patterned. The p
mer film is spincast on top of the electrodes.
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15 714 56M. LIESS et al.
between adjacent electrodes allowed the use of relatively
voltage~hundreds of volts! to achieveF of order 105 V/cm.
The films cast on these electrodes were fabricated from p
mer solutions in chloroform or toluene solvents. Care w
taken to make the films sufficiently thin~peak optical density
;0.1! to allow measurements at energies of strong abs
tion.

The experimental setup for the EA measurements
shown in Fig. 3.61 A small sine-wave source was connect
to a custom-built step-up transformer~turns ratio of about
1:130!, the output of which was connected to the electro
The electrodes were contained inside a cryostat for meas
ments at low temperatures. The electric-field modulation
quenciesf were controllable in the range from 250 Hz to
kHz. A mechanically chopped light source~typically a
200-W! tungsten lamp for broadband visible and near inf
red, and a 300-W Xe lamp for broad band visible and ult
violet! was focused on the entrance slit of a comput
controlled 0.25-mf /3.5 monochromator. Long-pass optic
filters ~to eliminate second-order scattering effects! and neu-
tral density filters~to eliminate excessive incident energ
fluence and prevent detector saturation! were used at the
monochromator output as needed. The light was refocu
on the sample with a mirror, and detected by a UV-enhan
silicon photodiode operated in the photovoltaic mode. T
configuration was used to minimize any photodegrat
and/or heating of the polymer films. The amplified photo
ode electrical output was directed to a computer-contro
lock-in amplifier.

For each EA spectrum, the transmission (T) was mea-
sured with the mechanical chopper in place and the elec
field off. The differential transmission (DT) was subse-
quently measured without the chopper, with the electric fi
on, and with the lock-in amplifier set to detect signals
twice the electric-field modulation frequency. The 2f depen-
dency of the EA signal is due to the quadratic nature of
in materials with definite parity, such as thep-conjugated

FIG. 3. The optical setup for the EA spectroscopy. Light from
xenon source is wavelength selected by a monochromator
passes through the sample, which is modulated by an AC ele
field. The changes in the light transmission are recorded b
lock-in amplifier.
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polymers.27,62 DT was then normalized toDT/T, which was
free of the spectral response function. To a go
approximation,61 the EA signal is related to the imaginar
part of the optical third-order susceptibility:

2DT/T5Dad5
4pv

nc
Im@x~3!~2v;v,0,0!#F2d, ~1!

whereF is the electric field strength,d is the film thickness,
and n is the refractive index. The zero-frequency comp
nents in Eq.~1! are from the low-modulation field frequen
cies which are negligible compared to the frequencyv of the
optical field. We note that, in principle, other effects, such
induced changes in refractive index, thermal and film thic
ness may contribute toDT/T. We found, however, that the
sum of all these effects is at most only 5% ofDT/T.61

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The soluble PPV derivative, MEH-PPV, exhibits a typic
EA spectrum of luminescent conducting polymers and w
chosen as representative of this group of polymers~Fig. 1!.
The absorption and EA spectra of MEH-PPV are shown
Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, respectively. The absorption spectrum
a~v!, is composed of four bands: a low-energy band t
peaks at 2.4 eV~peak I!, two additional small bands with
peaks at 3.7 and 4.7 eV~peaks II and III, respectively!, and a
strong broad band centered at 5.9 eV~peak IV!. Very similar
absorption spectra have been observed in other P
derivatives,66–69as well as in derivatives of PT~Ref. 46! and
PPE ~Fig. 1!.70 We therefore consider the absorption spe

nd
ric
a

FIG. 4. The optical absorption and EA spectra of a MEH-PP
film at 80 K at various electric field strengths in the range of
3104– 105 V/cm. Various absorption bands~I–IV ! and EA spec-
tral features~1Bu , mAg , andkAg! are assigned.
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56 15 715ELECTROABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY OF . . .
trum in Fig. 4~a! as characteristic of the class of luminesce
p-conjugation polymers, with the side groups affectinga~v!
only weakly.71 Band I is due to the main delocalizedp-p*
transition and is most probably the result of an inhomo
neously broadened 1Ag-1Bu transition followed by severa
phonon sidebands. The phonon sidebands are not wel
solved in Fig. 4~a! due to the existence of a relatively broa
conjugation length distribution in this film. In better, le
disordered MEH-PPV films, these vibrational satellites w
well resolved ina~v!.72 The origin of the 3.7-eV absorption
band~II ! has been a matter of controversy, assigned eithe
charge-conjugation symmetry breaking caused by the su
tution, or to the existence of short PPV chains in t
film.69,73,74 No such controversy exists for the remainin
bands. Bands III and IV are due to transitions between lo
ized and delocalized states.68

Figure 4~b! shows the MEH-PPV EA spectra up to 5
eV, at field valuesF in the range of 104– 105 V/cm. It was
determined61 that EA}F2, showing the dominance of th
quadratic field term in conducting polymers. The EA spe
trum is composed of strong features in the range of band
a~v!, followed by weak features in the region of bands II a
III. Since it is known that localized states have a weak c
tribution to the EA spectra due to their low polarizability,29

the EA result indicates that localized states are indeed
volved in bands II and III. This, however, cannot resolve t
controversy related to the origin of band II,69,73since band II
in the leading models is partially due to localized states.

There are three main EA spectral features in the ene
range of band I ina~v!: ~i! a derivativelike feature with zero
crossing at 2.17 eV, followed by~ii ! three well-resolved vi-
brational satellites at 2.2, 2.4, and 2.6 eV, respectively,
~iii ! an induced absorption band at 2.8 eV. Features~i! and
~ii ! are the results of a redshifted 1Bu exciton energy, and its
phonon sidebands~Stark shift!. These features are more ea
ily observed in EA than in absorption because of the dep
dence of the exciton polarizability on the conjugation leng
~Sec. V!. These samples are disordered and show a pre
derance of shorter conjugation lengths.72 Since absorption
probes all conjugation lengths, the dominance of the sho
chains leads to a mostly featureless absorption spect
Electroabsorption, on the other hand, is ax (3) process, and
therefore preferentially probes the remaining longer conju
tion lengths.70 This gives rise to the sharper spectral featu
and also explains the emergence of the phonon side ba
The EA band~iii ! at 2.8 eV does not have any correspondi
spectral feature ina~v!, indicating that it is most probably
due to an even parity state (mAg). Such a state would no
show up ina~v! since the optical transition 1Ag→mAg is
forbidden. We relate band~iii ! in EA to transfer of oscillator
strength from the allowed 1Ag→1Bu transition @band I in
a~v!# to the forbidden 1Ag→mAg transition, caused by the
symmetry-breaking external electric field.70 A similar,
smaller band is seen in the EA spectrum at 3.4 eV. We
tribute this band to a secondAg state (kAg) with weaker
polarizability, related to a weaker coupling to the lower 1Bu
state.

Similar spectral features as in Fig. 4~b! are seen in the EA
spectra of other luminescent polymers, such as DOO-P
DBO-PPE, and P3DT, shown in Fig. 5. All exhibit a sha
derivativelike feature at low energy, followed by a series
t
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phonon sidebands followed by a relatively strong, posit
EA band at higher energies. In all cases a second, we
band is seen at even higher energies, which we attribut
the kAg state.

As explained above in the Introduction, the most sign
cant difference between the classes of luminescent and
luminescent conjugated polymers is the presence of an e
parity (2Ag) state below the 1Bu exciton in the latter class
of polymers.65 Nevertheless, the EA spectra of three non
minescent polymers, PDA-4BCMU, PDES, and S-~CH!x
~shown in Fig. 6! are not qualitatively different from those o
the luminescent polymers shown in Fig. 5. We note, ho
ever, the existence of an EA low-energy tail below the 1Bu
feature, which, in principle, may be due to either a broa
conjugation length distribution, or the effect of a weak
coupled 2Ag below the 1Bu state.45,75 We also note the lack
of a kAg feature in the EA spectra of this polymer class.

FIG. 5. EA spectra of three luminescentp-conjugated polymers
~P3DT, PPE, and DOO-PPV! measured at 80 K withF
5105 V/cm ~full lines! and their theoretical fits~dashed lines!. The
insets show in more detail the EA features~mAg andkAg! at high
photon energy.
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15 716 56M. LIESS et al.
IV. MODEL CALCULATIONS

To apply a model for the polymers EA spectra based
x (3), we assume that2DT/T is equal to the change in th
absorption coefficientDad. It can be shown61 that

2
DT

T
5C1Dn1C2Da1Dad, ~2!

whereC1 and C2 are optical constants that express a fie
modulated change in transmission due to a field-indu
change in reflectivity of the sample. These terms can be
glected in conducting polymer films,61 so that 2DT/T
5Dad for the films studied here.

A. Essential states inx „3… calculation

The summation over states~SOS! model by Orr and
Ward63 was used for the calculation of the third-order optic
susceptibilityx (3)(2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3). This particular model
is useful because its formulation is not affected by singul
ties as are some other common formulations.64

Progress in organic nonlinear optics has recently es
lished that a limited three-level model of the ground sta

FIG. 6. Same as in Fig. 5 but for three nonluminescent polym
@PDA-4BCMU ~Ref. 34!, PDES, and substituted (CH)x#.
n

-
d
e-

l

i-

b-
,

the first allowed 1Bu and a particularly strongAg state, the
mAg, seems to account forx (3) spectrum of many
molecules.76-80 For the one-dimensional centrosymmetr
conducting polymers the SOS model forx (3) takes the
form80

x~3!'K~2m01
4 Da1m01

2 m12
2 Db!, ~3!

wherem i j is the transition dipole moment between statei
and j ; 0 is the 1Ag state, 1 is the 1Bu state, 2 is themAg
state,m02 is identical to zero, andDa andDb each represents
four terms with energy denominators that depend on the p
ton energy\v. The factorK is a result of intrinsic permuta
tion symmetry requirements. When\v is less thanE(1Bu),
the D terms in Eq.~3! are all positive.

Linear molecules and polymers can be grouped accord
to which term in Eq.~3! dominates the three essential sta
model. The first term in Eq.~3! gives a negative, nonresona
x (3) that has not been found to dominate the optical non
earities of polymers. Moreover, as shown in Fig. 7~a!, this
term results in a blueshift EA Stark effect of the 1Bu state,
which has not been observed in conducting polymers. T
second term in Eq.~3! is positive and results in EA redshif
of the 1Bu @Fig. 7~b!#, in agreement with the data. Since bo
Da andDb contribute tox (3), we conclude from the data tha
theDb term dominatesx (3) in conducting polymers. This can
be explained only ifm12@m01 and the energy difference
@E(mAg)2E(1Bu)#,E(1Bu). These are already meaning
ful conclusions that can be drawn from limited inspection
the data in Figs. 4–6.

With the simplifications of Eq.~3!, the eight terms of the
complete SOS model63,64 can be written as

xA
~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!5

N

\3 P~v1 ,v2 ,v3!@M1~D11D2

1D31D4!2M2~D51D61D7

1D8!#, ~4!

where \vs is the ‘‘test’’ photon energy,v1 to v3 are
electric-field frequencies,M15m01

2 m12
2 , M25m01

4 @Eq. ~3!#,
and

D1
215~E1Bu

2vs!~EmAg
2v12v2!~E1Bu

2v1!, ~5!

D2
215~E1Bu

* 1v3!~EmAg
2v12v2!~E1Bu

2v1!, ~6!

D3
215~E1Bu

* 1v1!~EmAg
* 1v11v2!~E1Bu

2v3!, ~7!

D4
215~E1Bu

* 1v1!~EmAg
* 1v11v2!~E1Bu

* 1vs!, ~8!

D5
215~EmAg

2vs!~EmAg
2v3!~E1Bu

2v1!, ~9!

D6
215~EmAg

2v3!~E1Bu
* 1v2!~E1Bu

2v1!, ~10!

D7
215~EmAg

* 1vs!~EmAg
* 1v3!~E1Bu

* 1v1!, ~11!

D8
215~EmAg

* 1v3!~E1Bu
2v2!~E1Bu

* 1v1!, ~12!

rs
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FIG. 7. Various SOS approximations for calculating EA spectr
~see text for details!. ~a! EA spectrum using SOS with two elec-
tronic states~1Ag and 1Bu shown in the inset!, where only SOS
path~a! in Eq. ~3! is allowed.~b! Same as in~a! but for three states
~1Ag , 1Bu , andmAg as shown in the inset!, where paths~a! and
~b! in Eq. ~3! are now allowed.~c! Same as in~b! but the 1Bu and
mAg states are shifted in configuration coordinate space~lower in-
set! and a distribution of energy states~upper inset! is considered.
where the terms associated withM1 are for pathway~b! and
the terms associated withM2 stand for pathway~a! in Eq.
~3!, P(v1 ,v2 ,v3) in Eq. ~4! is the permutation operator, an
E1Bu

5v1Bu
1 iG, EmAg

5vmAg
1 iG, whereG is the excited-

state energy broadening due to the finite lifetime and in
mogeneous broadening caused by disorder in the film.

Together with the permutation operatorP(v1 ,v2 ,v3),
the 8 denominators in Eq.~4! produce 48 different terms
The most resonant denominators, however, which make
strongest contribution to the EA spectrum, areD1 andD2 for
pathway~b! and D5 and D6 for pathway~a!. The terms in
Eqs.~5!–~12! were modified to include the effects of vibra
tional contributions and conjugation length distribution. Th
is demonstrated below forD1 and D5 terms only, although
all 48 denominators were used in the complete model ca
lation.

B. Vibrational effects

To include the effect of the strongly coupled vibrations
the SOS model, each electronic transition is associated
a possible change in the number of coupled phonons. We
the adiabatic approximation in which the transition amp
tude between stateA with n1 phonons and stateB with n2
phonons is a product of the electronic^AumuB& and the
‘‘phononic’’ ^n1uDqun2& transition amplitude. HereDq is
the relative displacement of the excited electronic state
rabolas~Fig. 8! in the configuration coordinate space, whic
was introduced to the model@Fig. 7~c!#. The Franck-Condon
factorFn1 ,n2

~Ref. 79! is used to calculate the phononic tra

a

FIG. 8. The three essential states and their coupled vibrat
used in the SOS model~1Ag , 1Bu , andmAg! shown in the con-
figurational coordinate (q) space. The shiftsDq1 for 1Bu andDq2

for mAg are assigned.
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15 718 56M. LIESS et al.
sition amplitude fromn1 to n2 phonon states.Fn1 ,n2
depends

on the overlap integral between the two respective vib
tional states:

Fn1 ,n2
~Dq!5^n1uDqun2&5E

2`

`

Cn1
* ~q!wn2

~q2Dq!dq,

~13!

whereCn1
andwn2

are the respective harmonic wave fun

tions expressed in the configuration coordinateq. The inte-
gral @Eq. ~13!# can be solved in a closed form in the ha
monic approximation with identical curvatures for the tw
coupled electronic states, so that the two vibrational eig
statesCn(q) andwn(q2Dq) are based on the same phon
frequencies:79

Fn1 ,n2
~Dq!5

e2~Dq!2/4

A2~n11n2!n1!n2!
(
r 50

r 5min~n1 ;n2!

3
2r~21!~n12r !Dq~n11n222r !n1!n2!

r ! ~n12r !! ~n22r !!
.

~14!

The introduction of phonon levels extends the SOS mo
to include summation over different phonon pathways. T
vibrational levels were introduced by modifying the ener
levelsEi with additional phonon energiesni hn whereni is
the number of the excited phonons of state ‘‘i , ’’ and hn is
the phonon quantum energy. In a similar fashion, the tra
tion dipole momentm i j was modified to include the phono
transition amplitudeFn1 ,n2

@Eq. ~13!#. Depending on the po
sition of the states in the configuration space, we have
served that forDq,1 summation over the four lowest vibra
tional states for each electronic state covers 75% to 95%
the total transition strength. Summation over additional
brational states was then omitted in our calculation in or
to save computing time. When vibrational effects are
cluded,xA

(3) of Eq. ~4! is modified toxB
(3) as follows:

xB
~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!5

N

\3 P~v1 ,v2 ,v3!

3F (
n1 ;n2 ;n350•••3

M1B~D11D2

1D31D4!2 (
n4 ;n550•••3

M2B~D5

1D61D71D8!G , ~15!

where

M1B5m12
2 m01

2 F0,n1
~Dq1!Fn1 ,n2

~Dq2!Fn2 ,n3
~2Dq2!

3Fn30~2Dq1! ~16!

and

M2B5m01
4 F0,n4

2 ~Dq1!F0,n5

2 ~Dq1!. ~17!
-

n-

el
e

i-

b-

of
-
r
-

HereDq1 andDq2 are the shifts in the configurational spa
~Fig. 8! of 1Bu andmAg , respectively, relative to 1Ag .

In Eq. ~15!, all D terms are modified to include the re
spective vibrational states; for example,D1B and D5B are
now given by

D1B
215~E1Bu

1n1n2vs!~EmAg
1n2n2v12v2!

3~E1Bu
1n3n2v1!, ~18!

D5B
215~EmAg

1n4n2vs!~EmAg
1n4n2v3!

3~E1Bu
1n5n1v1!. ~19!

C. Conjugation length distribution

Mechanical distortion of the polymer chain limits the co
jugation length, which figures in the related electronic wa
functions, to be a certain fraction of the chain. It is th
common practice to assume that the excited-state ene
depend on this conjugation length.81 The excited electronic
energies do not appear as discrete steps in the polymer s
trum, since the disordered environment broadens the e
gies of any individual conjugation length.82 Therefore, a
smooth distribution function for the shifted excited ener
levels DE is usually assumed. It has been observed thaE
depends on the conjugation length according to
relation81,83 EN5E`1DEN whereDEN5CN21, E` is the
excited-state energy of the infinite chain,N is the number of
repeat units within the conjugation length, andC is an em-
pirical parameter. To include the effect of conjugation leng
on the energy of each excited state, a weighted integral o
the shifted energy states with energiesE8 around the mean
excited state energy,En , was performed forx (3). xB

(3) is
then modified toxC

(3) as follows:

xC
~3!~2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!5E

2d

d
W~E8!xB

~3!~E1Bu
1E8;EmAg

1E8;2vs ;v1 ,v2 ,v3!dE8,

~20!

where 2d is theE8 distribution width aroundEn andW(E8)
is a weight function. The integral over the energyE8 is in
fact equivalent to an integral over a distribution of conjug
tion lengths with an inhomogeneous energy broadening
ing into account thatEn1d*E`1G. A description in terms
of the latter model can be found in Ref. 61. Since the relat
contributions of the energy states inxC

(3) depends onE8, the
numerical computation of Eq.~20! cannot be simplified by
modifying the field frequenciesv rather than the real energ
levels such asE1Bu

1E8 andEmAg
1E8. The functionW(E8)

in Eq. ~20! not only depends on the conjugation length d
tribution, but is also influenced by the dependence of
electronic polarizability in such a distribution. Conjugatio
length distributions that resemble log-normal functions ha
been shown to be consistent with resonant Ram
scattering,81–83 and can be argued to be correct on physi
grounds. Moreover, we note that third-harmonic-generat
measurements have shownx (3) to exhibit a superlinear
power-law dependence on the conjugation lengthN.84–87Al-
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though EA is equivalent to the dc Kerr effect and not to t
third-harmonic generation, it is nevertheless ax (3) process
@Eq. ~1!#, and so the assumption of a power-law depende
of x (3) on N is justified. The combination of chain lengt
distribution effects on the excited-state energy andx (3) con-
spiresW(E8) to saturate at both ends of theE8 interval. This
can be effectively described by an asymmetricW(E8) func-
tion, where the functional dependence of the conjugat
length distribution and thex (3) dependence onN is mapped
into the energy spaceE8 ~Fig. 9!. The functionW(E8) is
then determined by two free parameters, namely, the
width at half maximum~FWHM! g @g5(a1b)# and the
asymmetryh @h5(b/a)#, wherea andb are defined in Fig.
9. The parametersg andh can be adjusted to provide a goo
fit between the SOS model and the experimental EA spec

For the polymers studied here,W(E8) is conveniently ap-
proximated by an asymmetric Gaussian functionW̃ as de-
scribed in Fig. 9, where

FIG. 9. The asymmetric Gaussian weight functionW̃(E8) used
in the SOS model@Eq. ~21!#, where the conjugation length distr
bution is accounted for. The averageE8 is zero, and thea and b
parameters causing the asymmetry inW̃ are assigned.
e

e

n

ll

a.

W̃~B,u,E8!5
1.13

B

exp$2@E8/B2j~u!#2%

11exp$2u@E8/B2j~u!#%
. ~21!

In Eq. ~21! j(u)50.95/@11exp(u)#20.475, so that
*`

0 W̃(B,u,E8) dE85*0
`W̃(B,u,E8) dE851/2. Hence, the

parametersB and u in W̃ can be varied without changing
either the position of the mean energy or the integral con
bution of all states tox (3). The FWHMg and asymmetryh
are then numerically evaluated fromW̃(E8).

V. MODEL APPLICATIONS

The SOS model calculation used to simulate the vario
EA spectra in both luminescent and nonluminesce
polymers88 includes three~or four! essential states, namely
the states 1Ag , 1Bu , andmAg ~alsokAg has been used for
luminescent polymers only!, four phonon replicas and a
chain length distribution function, as described in Eqs.~1!,
~15!, ~20!, and ~21! above. The three essential states of o
SOS model are shown in the configuration coordinate sp
in Fig. 8. There are all together eight free fitting paramet
in our SOS model as described in Tables I and II. These
the exciton energiesE(1Bu) andE(mAg) and their relative
displacementsDq in the configuration coordinateq, namely,
Dq(1Bu) and Dq(mAg). One dominant phonon moden in
the excited states, the two parametersg andh describing the
chain length distribution functionW̃(E8), and the ratio of the
dipole moment transitionsm12/m10. We fixed the broaden-
ing G in the excited-state energy to be 30 meV,41 and
m12/m1052.41,89The initial values of most fitting parameter
were estimated from other measurements. For exam
E(1Bu) was evaluated froma~v! spectra,E(mAg) ~and
kAg! was taken from two-photon absorption~TPA! spectra
measured in our laboratory,90 and n was established from
published resonant Raman scattering spectra. Excellent
between the theoretical and experimental EA spectra h
been achieved for both luminescent and nonluminesc
polymers as seen in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The S
model best-fitting parameters are summarized in Tables I
II for luminescent and nonluminescent polymers, resp
tively.

Important information can be inferred from the EA spe
was
TABLE I. The best fitting parameters for the EA spectra of several luminescentp-conjugated polymers
shown in Figs. 4 and 5~see text for details!.

PPV-MEH PPV-DOO PPE P3DT

E(1Bu) ~eV! 2.20 2.30 2.56 2.01
Dq15q(1Bu)2q(1Ag) 0.77 0.90 0.70 1.25
E(mAg) ~eV! 2.80 3.00 3.18 2.67
mAg relative strength~%! 60 40 68 30
E(kAg) ~eV! 3.55 3.55 3.50 3.27
kAg relative strength~%! 40 60 32 70
Dq25q(mAg)2q(1Bu) 20.4 20.9 20.8 20.7
hn phonon~meV! 190 190 200a 173
Chain distribution widthg ~eV! 0.11 0.20 0.14 0.10
Distribution asymmetryh 4.5 12 12 20

aDue to the triple bond in PPE we fitted the EA with two phonons; the additional phonon energy
determined to be 275 meV.
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tra and their fits. First, a continuum band at an energyEc
aboveE(1Bu) is not observed in the EA spectra. This diffe
from the EA spectra in polydiacetylene~PDA! single crys-
tals, where sharp oscillations at approximately 0.5 eV ab
E(1Bu) were identified with the Franz-Keldysh~FK! electric
field effect at the continuum band edge.29,30,32The reason for
the lack of EA oscillation atEc here may be the existence o
disorder and inhomogeneity, which tend to shorten the fr
carrier coherence length.32,35This, in turn, eliminates a shar
band edge energy atEc , which results in the suppression o
the FK oscillation. We note that in the case of PDA, the F
oscillation feature, which dominates the EA spectrum
single crystals, gradually changes into a positive EA ban
mAg when the disorder in the film increases.91 When gener-
alizing these results to include other conducting polymers
suggest thatE(mAg) may mark a lower limit for the con-
tinuum band threshold. With this in mind, it is interesting
note that in all samples~Tables III and IV! we found
E(mAg)/E(1Bu).1.360.06, regardless of whether th
polymer is luminescent or not. This is significant sin
theory predicts thatmAg is much closer to 1Bu in nonlumi-
nescent polymers with small effective dimerization.30,31 This
may indicate that what is dubbed heremAg , with a positive
band in the EA spectra, may in fact be related to a continu
band threshold. Assuming that a positive band in EA
places the FK oscillation due to disorder in these films,91 a
lower limit for the exciton binding energy,Eb , may be di-
rectly found from the EA analysis, where

TABLE II. The best fitting parameters for theEA spectra of
several nonluminescentp-conjugated polymers shown in Fig. 6.

4BCMUa PTVb s-(CH)x PDES

Dq15q(1Bu)2q(1Aq) 2.29 1.83 1.98 2.01
Dq(1Bu) 0.8 1 1.3 1
E(mAg) ~eV! 2.9 2.4 2.52 2.54
Dq25q(mAg)2q(1Bu) 0.4 0.8 0.0 0.2
hn ~meV! 270 181 120 167
Distribution

width g ~eV!
0.17 0.09 0.18 0.10

Distribution
asymmetryh

1 1.8 1 12

aFrom Ref. 34.
bFrom Ref. 42.

TABLE III. Additional characterization of the electronic excite
states obtained from the fits to the EA spectra of luminescenp-
conjugated polymers given in Table I.S is the 1Bu Huang-Rhys
parameter,Er is the 1Bu relaxation energy,Eb @5E(mAg)
2E(1Bu)# is the exciton binding energy, anddE @5E(kAg)
2E(mAg)# is the continuum bandwidth.

PPV-MEH PPV-DOO PPE P3DT

E(mAg)/E(1Bu) 1.27 1.30 1.48 1.33
S 0.17 0.4 0.25 0.78
Er ~meV! 70 65 50 140
Eb ~eV! 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.6
dE ~eV! 0.7 0.6 0.4 0.6
e

e-

f
at

e

m
-

Eb.E~mAg!2E~1Bu!. ~22!

Eb defined this way is also given in Tables III and IV fo
various polymers.Eb is seen to be between 0.5 and 0.7 e
for most polymers,92 showing the important role of the long
range electron-electron interaction, regardless of whether
polymer is luminescent or not.

In all EA spectra of luminescent conducting polymers w
see a second even-parity state, namely, thekAg, which is
apparent at energiesE(kAg).E(mAg). We also note that a
second, relativity strongAg state appears above themAg
in the TPA spectra of luminescent conducting polymers.90 In
fact, theAg states in the TPA spectra are in excellent agr
ment with those measured by EA in this work, strengthen
the interpretation of the positive EA bands seen above 1Bu
as being due toAg states. We definedE as

dE5E~kAg!2E~mAg! ~23!

and calculate from the EA spectradE for luminescent poly-
mers as shown in Table III. For most polymers we fou
dE.0.6 eV. At this point we may speculate as to the orig
of kAg . Some theoretical models predict the existence o
second Ag state with energy aboveE(mAg), which is
strongly coupled to the 1Bu exciton.41 Others43,71 identify it
as the biexciton state,BX. However, it is not clear whethe
such a state would directly contribute to the EA spectr
since it is composed oftwo excitons, which therefore canno
be generated by a single photon even if parity is not c
served due to a strong external electric field, as in EA. A
other possibility for the origin of thekAg is the shape of the
continuum band density-of-state function,D(E). It is well
known thatD(E) in one dimension~1D! has two Van Hove
singularities peaked at the two continuum band edges aEc
andEc1dE, respectively, wheredE is the width of the con-
tinuum band.93 As we have discussed above, a continuu
band is not a proper description of the electronic states in
conducting polymer films due to disorder, finite-size effec
and inhomogeneity. However, a group ofAg states may still
mark the two suppressed 1D singularities of the continu
band, wheremAg marks the lower-energy limit. We specu
late then thatkAg marks the upper Van Hove singularity; i
this casedE measures the width of the continuum band.

From the EA and TPA spectra and our SOS model, i
seen that twoAg states above 1Bu are strongly coupled to the
1Bu exciton in luminescent polymers, namely, themAg and
the kAg, with approximate energies 0.7 and 1.3 eV, resp
tively, above the 1Bu . This may explain the transient photo
induced absorption~PA! spectra recently measured in lum
nescent conducting polymers.94 Since the primary excitations
in luminescent conducting polymers are 1Bu-type excitons,

TABLE IV. Same as in Table III but for nonluminescent poly
mers given in Table II.

4BCMU PTV s-(CH)x PDES

E(mAg)/E(1Bu) 1.27 1.31 1.33 1.26
S 0.32 0.5 0.85 0.5
Er ~meV! 86 90 100 83
Eb ~eV! 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.5
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their strongest optical transitions should be to themAg and
kAg states, atEb andEb1dE, respectively. Indeed, the pi
cosecond transient PA spectra of luminescent polymers
tain two strong PA bands at 0.8 and 1.4 eV, respectively,94 in
good agreement with our prediction from the EA spectra

Two important parameters characterizing the 1Bu exci-
tons can be calculated from the best fitting parameters of
EA spectra; they are also given in Tables III and IV. The fi
parameter is the Huang-Rhys parameterS51/2(Dq1)2,
which directly influences the shape of the optical absorpt
1Ag→1Bu through phonon replica. In fact,S determines the
strength of the successive phonon replica ina~v!, where

a~v!5A ImFe2Sm01
2 (

p50

`
Sp

p!

1

~E1Bu
1pn2v!G . ~24!

We foundS,1 for all polymers studied here, explaining th
appearance of only three phonon replicas in many of th
a~v! and PL spectra.72 The second parameter, which can
calculated from the fitting parameters, is the 1Bu relaxation
energyEr5Shn. Er determines the apparent PL Stokes sh
and figures in many theoretical models. We foundEr to be of
order 100 meV for most polymers~Tables III and IV! in
good agreement with the experiments.72,95 We also foundEr
to be somewhat higher for nonluminescent polymers.

Other treatments of EA spectra through calculation ofx (3)

via SOS models30,79 are not as complete as ours here, sin
they either do not include phonon coupling30,79 or they use a
simpler model based on the Huang-Rhys parameter alon61

These models are not sufficient since the phonon couplin
the 1Bu→mAg transition cannot be described in this way.
the configuration coordinate position ofmAg is not equal to
that of 1Bu ~which is the case in most polymers studied
this work! the amplitude of all phonon sidebands in the pa
way 1Ag→1Bu→mAg→1Bu→1Ag for evaluatingx (3) can-
not be properly calculated by the Huang-Rhys approxima
and may even have the wrong sign. In other treatments,
conjugation-length-related energy distribution is oversimp
fied to a plain Gaussian47 or not used at all.79 The latter case
might lead to a misinterpretation of the EA spectral featur
Both conjugation length distribution and application of v
brational levels show essential influence on the EA spec
The analysis presented in this paper allows a more comp
treatment of disordered polymer films with broad conjug
tion length distributions.

VI. EXCITON POLARIZABILITY CALCULATION

The exciton polarizabilityDp can, in principle, be calcu
lated from the EA spectrum using the first derivative sp
trum of a~v! andda/dE.27,28,70In our EA measurements th
electric field was applied perpendicular to the direction
light propagation and the polymer chromophores were r
domly oriented in the film. Averaging over all orientations
the polymers and assuming thatDp and the transition dipole
moments are parallel to the polymer backbone direction,
found96 for the changeDaEA of the exciton absorption spec
trum ~the EA Stark shift of the exciton!:
n-

e
t

n

ir

t

e

.
of

-

n
he
-

s.

a.
te
-

-

f
-

is

DaEA5
1

10
DpF2

]a

]E
. ~25!

More sophisticated orientational averaging yields a sim
result.61,70 Unfortunately, Eq.~25! cannot be directly used in
most films. An example of the spectraa~v!, da/dE and EA
is given for MEH-PPV in Fig. 10. Clearly, the EA an
]a/]E spectra do not match at high energies@Fig. 10~b!#.
The reason for this discrepancy is the conjugation len
distribution in the film and in particular, the dependence
Dp on the conjugation length. Fromx (3) dependence onN
we know thatDp is not constant but increases with the num
ber of repeat units in the chain. Thus, even if Eq.~25! holds
for the excitons of each conjugation length, sinceDp de-

FIG. 10. The optical absorption~a!, EA (F5105 V/cm) ~b! and
one component EA~c! spectra of an MEH-PPV film at 80 K~full
lines! compared with model calculations~dashed lines!. The model
in ~a! uses the weight functionW̃(2)(E8) to calculate thea~v! spec-
trum ~see text!; in ~b! a comparison between EA~left axis! and
]a/]v ~right axis! spectra is made and in~c! a comparison of a
one-component EA and]a/]v is made forE(1Bu)52.2 eV.
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pends onN, the correlation between EA and]a/]E ex-
pressed in Eq.~25! for the entire polymer conjugation en
semble, is lost.

To overcome this difficulty, we may use two distributio
functions representing the polymer conjugation length
semble:W̃(2)(E8) describing the EA spectrum~previously
discussed in Sec. IV! and W̃(1)(E8) describinga~v!. For
each conjugation length with 1Bu energyE8 we calculated
the spectrum EAE8(v), via the SOS model~Sec. IV C! and
the absorption spectraaE8(v) via Eq. ~24!, using the proper
parameters from Tables I and II. The bestW̃(1)(E8) was thus
determined to fit the entirea~v! spectrum@see, for example
Fig. 10~a! for MEH-PPV#. We then calculated the spectru
of (]a/]E)E8 for eachE8 and used Eq.~25! above to calcu-
late Dp(E8) by comparing]a/]E to the EA spectrum from
eachE8.32 An example for this procedure is given for MEH
PPV in Fig. 10~c!, where we indeed found that the calculat
spectra EAE8(v) and (]a/]E)E8 fit each other for the energ
E852.2 eV used in this example. In general, we found t
EAE8 and (]a/]E)E8 spectra match each other for energ
E8 in an energy interval of 0.1 eV from the minimumE8 in
the W̃(E8) distributions.

The functionsDp(E8) thus obtained for three luminscen
polymers~MEH-PPV, P3DT, and PPE! and two nonlumines-
cent polymers@s-(CH)x and PDES# are shown in Fig. 11.
The functionDp reaches its maximum value,Dpmax, at the
smallestE8 for each polymer, which should be related wi
the longest respective conjugation in the conjugation len
distribution. Away fromE8 minimum, Dp(E8) steeply de-
creases for all polymers. We note thatDpmax in luminescent
polymers (.104 Å) is about two orders of magnitude large
than Dpmax inferred from the EA spectra of polysilane
@Dpmax.180 (Å)3], 96 and an order of magnitude larger tha
Dp measured in PDA single crystal@Dp.1500 (Å)3]. 32

This shows thatp-electron delocalization in luminescen
conducting polymers is surprisingly larger than both poly
lanes and nonluminescentp-conjugated polymers, even i
the form of single crystals.

FIG. 11. The calculated electronic polarizabilityDp for the 1Bu

exciton in several luminescent~MEH-PPV, P3DT, and PPE! and
nonluminescent@s-(CH)x and PDES# p-conjugated polymers, as
function ofE(1Bu). Dp was estimated from the decomposition a
comparison between the EA and]a/]v spectra~see text!.
-

t

th

-

Dpmax for the two polymers, MEH-PPV and P3DT, ar
especially interesting since other measurements ofDp exist
in the literature, using an entirely different experimen
technique, namely, subnanosecond transient photocondu
ity ~TPC!. In these measurements,97 an ultrafast TPC com-
ponent was observed for the first; 100 ps, which was in-
terpreted as due to hot-carrier contributions to t
photoconductivity. An alternative explanation was al
given, where the ultrafast TPC was interpreted as due
displacement current of the photogenerated excitons.98 In
this case, it was possible to calculate the exciton polariza
ity using the TPC data from the photoexcitation density,
suming that the quantum efficiency of exciton generation
of order unity. Importantly, the estimated values ofDp from
TPC measurements using these assumptions are in exce
agreement withDpmax extracted from the decomposition o
the EA spectra in this work.Dp was estimated from TPC
~Ref. 98! to be 104 (Å) 3 and 83103 Å3 for MEH-PPV and
P3DT, respectively, whileDpmax extracted from EA spectra
of these polymers is 1.23104 (Å) 3 ~Fig. 11!. This agreement
strongly indicates that the fast TPC component in conduc
polymer films is indeed caused by the displacement cur
of photogenerated excitons, rather than by hot carriers. T
may further justify the use of the exciton model68 over the
band model47 to describe the electronic states and photo
citations inp-conjugated polymer thin films.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A SOS model was developed describing the measured
spectra in a variety of luminescent and nonluminescentp-
conjugated polymers. It consists of the third-order opti
susceptibility Im@x(3)(2v;v,0,0)#, three essential states an
their strongly coupled vibrations, and a conjugation leng
distribution of the excited-states energies. This SOS mo
allows us to fit equally well the experimental EA spectra
luminescent and nonluminescent conducting polymers. T
approach is strengthened by the fact that the conjugat
length distribution can be used to simultaneously explain
only the rich, feature-laden EA spectrum, but also the re
tively broad and featureless absorption spectrum. We fo
that E(mAg)/E(1Bu)>1.3 for both luminescent and nonlu
minescent conducting polymers. The electron-phonon c
pling ~Huang-Rhys parameterS! was found to be smaller fo
luminescent polymers than for nonluminescent polyme
The 2Ag state, which is responsible for the nonradiative d
cay pathway of excitons in nonluminescent polymers, d
not play any important role in the EA spectra of the materi
examined. We demonstrated that the understanding of di
dered polymer thin films requires a conjugation length
lated energy and polarizability distribution for the exciton
The treatment presented here provides a rather comp
analysis of the EA spectra in disordered polymer films.
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